Compliance Team – Health Records
Kestrel House
Hellesdon Hospital
Drayton High Road
Norwich
Norfolk
NR6 5BE
Tel: 01603 421687
Fax: 01603 421411

FOI REQUEST NUMBER 159 2015
Request:
This would appear to be the only email address I could find; on the page which discusses LORENSO
it gives an email address as Lorenzo@nsft.nhs.uk which does not appear to work.
I should be grateful if you could answer the following questions regarding the information gathered
using your new System LORENZO.
What level of NSFT staff has access to this information?
Can this information then be shared/made available to all members of NSFT staff.
Is all information regarding other areas of a User's Health Records i.e. G.P., Hospital Records,
available to NSFT staff.
Can a patient specify which areas of the Health Care can be accessed by NSFT staff.
Thanking you in anticipation of a reply.
This information is required on behalf Service User; none of the above information was given, verbally
or in leaflet form, prior to information gathering made by a NSFT staff member.
I just wondered why this information, which is general information, is to be dealt with under the
Freedom of Information Act? I am not asking for any personal information, these are general
questions regarding the gathering of information and surely you must have a leaflet available on-line
which would be given to Clients before the information is taken?
As you work under the Governance of the Freedom of Information Act, surely any member of staff
must work to it's guidelines and I just wished for clarification of how the information is gathered, what
level (or Grade) can gather this information and who has "open" access to what you hold on file.
Why does something that appears quite straightforward have to become an "issue".
If your use of information is exactly the same as a G.P., just acknowledgement of this fact will suffice
and I will get a leaflet from them.

Response:

Thank you for your recent email. Please find attached a leaflet which should answer your queries.

